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The investigation of the question about possibilities of a 
classical model of spin has begun even in the JOies with the 
appearance of the wor/ 1/ by E.Schrodinger, who showed that a free 
Dirac particle possessed some rapidly oscillating movement 
(zitterbewegung) of a "hidden" coordinate related to spin, and of 
the work/2/ by Ya. Frenkel, who demonstrated that under certain 
suppositions the spin of an electron could be considered as the 
inherent mechanical moment arizing due to some distributions of 
mass and charge "hidden" from the direct observations. The ideas of 
works/ 1/ and/ 2/ have led to the appearance of different classical 
(and correspondingly quantum) models for the spin of elementary par
ticles, for example: bilocal rotato/31, relativistic oscillato/4/, 
stochastic oscillato/51, dequantized spin-particle/ 61, extended' 
objects/7- 91. To the mentioned above constructions one has to add 
the classical models considering spin as a function of some "hidden" 
variables which obey to the Grassmann algebra,(see for example/ 10 •111. 

In the present paper one more classical model of spin is discus
sed. This model is based on the introduced in/ 121 notion of a struc
tural point object and continues in fact the Frenkel idea about 
the hidden distributions. 

It is proposed/ 121 that the structural point object should be 
understood as a cluster of point particles with masses m" , char
ges e" , coordinates 9x and kinetic momenta p" = m,. ;r" which 
motion, by. force of some specific "confinement" interaction between 
its point particles, is such that 

for any I<', /l and t- , ( 1) 

where !,, is a small inaccessible for the experimental observation 
interval. 

The considered cluster of point particles from the point of 



view of experimental observations is a point object itself (the 
coordinates Z{K of separate particles in accordance with 
(1) are experimentally indistinguishable). That gives rise to the 
introducing of the term "structural point object". 

In the presence of external stationary gravitational, electric 
and magnetic fields with the potentials <p(~) , ':f(F') , ,4(,;;:-) and 
correspondingly the intensities -G; = -vcp) ;? =-v!:f, H = LV•AJ, (2) 

the confinement condition (1) can be explained/121 by the existence 
of some hypothetic potential W of the "confinement" interaction. 
Supposing that W depends only on the mutual positions of the 
point particles forming the cluster for its energy we have: 

'JI = Z ~; p"2 
+ m,/P(f;) + e" ':f (q,,J ) + W (. · · , 9,.-?,, , · · · ) • 

I< " 

(3) 

The evolution of the considered cluster can be written down in the 
Hamilton formalism with the help of the Poisson brackets explicitly 
depending on the magnetic field intensity (for more details see/ 121 ): 

X = /rH,X] for any X = X(, .. ,"if<,f,,,···) , (4) 

1 j \(?X ')y "?JX"'JY ~ J-1 ➔ ?X ~ ) c5) 
f X, y = 7 '3fK4 ?if,id. - ';11.,rJdfiirJ - C €7! ,i.(q.,) 'of1 '<1f"t • 

AB the observable 
one has to mention the 
(mass /71 , charge e 
momentum p ) , 

characteristics of a structural poin\ object 
quantities characterizing it as a mass point 

, coordinate '{ of the center of mass, 

m = Zm>l, e=Ze", - 1.,- -'1 :::: m £-ml<ql< , - "5""-? =- L?" , 
,< 

(6) 
I< I< M 

as well as the integral (structural) quantities reflecting its 
"hidden" from the observations nonpointness (for.example, the inhe-

1 - -rent dipole electric (l{ , mechanical s and magnetic ./' mo-
ments), 

....,. ")"' -
d = L- e"j" ' 

I< 

s = L m>< l1'>1K] 
I< 

_,.._~e" _,..!.. 
J'-L2c. L~l(xJK], (7) 

" 
Here and in what follows we denote: 

2 

.. 

.... 

.... 

... - - - ~ - -!.. - .!. = ...!.. - - ..!.1 (8) S" - q"-q, f" - 'iK 'I mKp,. m • 

To formulate the theory of a structural point object in terms 
of the observables like (6) and (7) it is natural to use the small
ness of parameter l

0 
since by force of (1) and (8) I Jw.i.(-t)I -=,,. l 

for any K , c:J.. · and ± • With this, different approximations with 
respect to the smallness of /~ are possible. 

In particular in the 2nd order approximation for energy cf.f 
and. for the derivatives of 1 , p , d, s with respect to t" 

from the relations (2)-(8) after the multipole development we have: 

~ = 2:Pc1.fc1. + 7: +m<P +~'::f' -1d.,.G1,d -d,1,EJ.. -8,;Ej,,o. + W, 

. 
C/.J. = -!. pd. 

fa<J. = m(},1 + e E,;. + d_, £.,,.1 • l't H_,,J. + A.Pr t;;..J,,,g- + 

+ s,t E.i,,,i" + C.JJli [:c PJH t + ; jj Hg- +-

+ (:.C p,d;>. + C_f>-)Hf,'>. +(ifcP,B,.~+»>-YJ)Hr,>.,~] , 
. 

dJ.. -= =:f.,1. ' 

( I ( e ) . ~ 2 d<1) 
:rc,L = 1 G'1,c1. + 8Jt- ,;;Aft 6.1,,,-r + ~c ~ + p EJ,rL -t-. 

(9) 

( 10a) 

( 10b) 

( 10c) 

+ 8(1) E E [ 1 ( I 2 d(f) 11) ) 'Jt d')•t + cl.rg-- -;;;c.p, LC Ht + )o H-r,'),. + 8).~ H,.~,V . + 

f _[11) E(f) H 11) J AA +c;:s! Ht.,.. 'liJ g,.,, + "]):>.YJH1,-,.,Y - 1•,J , (10d) 

scl- = £,JJ'n [2Ap Gi,;. + d1Et + 2Bp Er,;. - N_,t -t-

+Ev,/-:.c1p;. Hv ... ~ BJf P>- H;1,f +£_,).Hy +.?..D,pHi),!)]. (1oe) 
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Here and -of C/ 
to 9e1. • 

in what follows all the fields are written down as functions 
, index ,~ denotes the partial derivative with respect 

As an addition to (6) and (7) there appeared in the relations 
{9)-(10) a positive constant 

I = c
1
~ L m>< ( ~ - ~ )'1 > 0 { 11 ) ,.. 

and a set of structural characteristics: the internal kinetic ?: 

and potential W energies, the speed ± of the dipole moment 
changement, 

-f ..!,.-2 i<n -- ) .!. 
r = L2m,,, t>< ' w = Wa +- L wda J .. ,d,,e, ' f -==,t_ E?.,5" ' ( 12) 

H ~~ J V ~ 

quantities Ae1J'" • 13.J, , c.J.,. , ])olj,_o ••••• related to the 
inherent quadrupolar and toroidal (see for example/ 13/) momenta. The 
expressions for these quantities in terms of variables (8) are given 

. i~ paperl 151 • 
The closing of the system of equations {10) demands that the 

analogous equations for ._flo. , A..1j , 8.,ifi , ••• should be written 
down as well. The equations for these quantities can be easily 
written out with the help of their definitions and of the relations 
{2)-(8). But with this there appeares a new set of structural charac
teristics, and so on • 

Thus,a structural point object even in the 2nd order approxi
mation possesses, together with its point characteristics 117, ~, 9, 
p , an infinite , chain of structural characteristics /: , d , s , 
_;; , 7:: , \N', ••• The corresponding system of the equations of 
motion is also infinite. 

That is why to construct a close theory of a structural point 
object in terms of the observables, with a finite number of indepen
dent variables and correspondingly with a finite number of equations 
of the motion, one needs a selfconsistent and reasonable breaking 
of the chain of structural characteristics. 

One of the possible methods of such a breaking, introduced in 
paperl 121 , is represented by an analysis of the system of the Pois
son brackets (5), calculated pairwisely for all the structural cha
racteristics, with the supposition about a smallness of the struc
tural constant t {11). In the 2nd order approximations with res
pect to l 0 and l simultaneously one can choose· the set 

4 

l 

\ 
J 

( . -)-<--.7_,.....,.) a_ = O;_ , z e 1, i.S - 'f , f, , £, & • {13) 

' 
as the multitude of independent variables while all the other 
quantities can be written down as the foll!!"ing functions of a. (the 
detailed analysis and the corresponding rather long calculations 
are given in works/ 14 , 15/): 

.ftd. = fl S<:J. + 2m~c3 €,1N{-J-a ' Ae1J> = a;c.-z d.il.J, , 
'2 

8dJ'> =- ,?,,,fc2 d,l.J-f C~~ = i2mic3 (d.,~ 1- d_,Jd ) ' 

.1).J_f.o-:::: t (~- 2!c)(~~}!)- +-')'idp,) S), d(t) _ ~ / 
c:J.-mc:t,J., 

(1) 

]) d.}t = Q > 
r'1>_ ·e -1 

::re1. - ,;;::rd. ' 

E''> - I, e ) ,,.., .,,_, - 2~ ~g- $ic. cei_,t ;:::;,0 , 

8.(1) - 0 
~ - ' /v/d = w'-d,;_ , 

E.;, = 8.f.J.!t Sr+- ,,,!]; ~::fJ 
'°I! 

~,=Zea ~Jj ) 

w"- I W= w;; + ~ cldeJ. 

7: = 2;cz:f.<(fd.-f]SdH,1- ::-<j-2!c)cls,H_,,rJ. +Zo • 

In the relations (14) we have denoted: 

sol = Sd. - {:l ,€'d,J°6 cl, :f Lf 

(14a) 

{14b) 

(14c) 

(14d) 

(14e) 

(14f) 

(14g) 

(15) 

The constants / > o , g , w > o , · Z:., and W 0 ,, having 
the dimensions of length, gyromagnetic factor, frequency and energy 
correspondingly, in the considered approximation stay, as w,ell as 
m and e , indetermined. 

The bonds (14) close the system (10) in that sence that it 
contains now only the variables of the set (13). Now the relations 
(10) represent the system of' equations of the motion of a structural 
point object in external stationary fields,allowing one to determine 
uniquely the trajectory 7i(t) and .the values of' all other physical 
quantities for any instant -t;. > i:o if the 1ralues of the indepen
dent variables (13) are known for instant -f0 • 
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Differentiating expression (9) with respect to time with the 
help of relations (2), equations of the motion (10) and bonds (14) 
we have: 

o-f = 0 '21--f =Cons-I.~ (16) 

i.e. the energy of a structural point object is an integral of the 
motion in any stationary fields. 

Let us consider now the quantity g ,defined as function (15) 
of the independent variables J" , -:;{ , s and having the dimen
sion of mechanical moment. Differentiating ~d. by force of equations 
(10),bonds (14),we obtain: 

sd.. =: $£d,J( s, r Ht'+ /c <i~2!c)d/l H,,;i] ( 17) 

This leads to one more conservation law: 

"fft2 =2SS ~o, -~ s = Q;,,1,.,/., •· ( 18) 

Besides it follows from bonds (14) that the addition of a homoge
neous magnetic field to the energy (9) is gSH. At last in the 
considered approximation from (5) we have: 

ls,!' 4d ,,. o, a,€ <f, f, ;flJ; LSc1.. s'1 ! = - c,,,N Sr , < 19> 

of a moment. i.e. $ forms an independent algebra 
Hence, quantity $ is namely that physical characteristic 

of a structural point object which in accordence with the system of 
the notions of the modern physics has to be identified with the spin. 

Thus in the 2nd order approximation we have constructed a closed 
classical description (independent variables (13), equations of the 
motion (10) and bonds (14)) of the motion of a structural point 
object in stationary fields and at the same time we have discovered 
a new classical model of spin (definition (15) with unconditional 
conservation law (18)). 

Here, in contrast to al1 known before classical models 
12- 111, the inherent mechanical moment -g , the inherent magnetic 
moment ,?' and spin S are different nonproportional in a gene
ral case quantities, 

- I -,-
~ = ~ + lc~[d,c£]' 

- -;:; e 7-.!' = J b +- 2,,,tc.,;; td><;fJ , (20) 

6 

because d¢o (if J~ 0 , it follows from (14e) that \,,\/,.- Const. 
' and the confinement condition (1) is not fulfilled). 

The physical meaning of different characteristics of a struc
tural point object and the questions of possible applications are 
considered in the wor/ 151. 
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